BRAF as a therapeutic target: a patent review (2006 - 2012).
After its identification as an oncogene in 2002, mutant BRAF has become the target of a number of drug discovery programmes, primarily aimed at the treatment of late stage or unresectable melanoma. Some of the drugs thus developed, such as vemurafenib and dabrafenib, show impressive responses in melanoma patients harbouring a BRAF mutation. This review summarises the patent literature on BRAF from 2006 to 2012, focusing on the specific areas of inhibitors of mutant BRAF, drug combinations including BRAF inhibitors, diagnostic methods for use with mutant BRAF inhibitors & diagnosis and treatment of mutant BRAF cancers resistant to BRAF inhibitors. Whilst these first-generation BRAF inhibitors initially mediate excellent responses in late stage or unresectable melanoma patients bearing the V600 mutation, resistance usually occurs and patients eventually relapse. The patent literature for new BRAF inhibitors and therapies reflects the desire to develop second-generation drugs able to overcome this resistance and combination treatments that increase the efficiency of current mutant BRAF inhibitors.